
Nurses
Ode
Who cares for the carer when the work is done,
When the wounds are dressed and the day is gone.
Who sees to the needs and strengthens the resolve
And goes back again to the work yet unsolved.

Do you know what it’s like to stretch and strain,
Every skill, each emotion, in the relief of pain?
Do you know what it means to me in the day
When as much as I try his comfort’s astray
Like when he can’t breathe his comfortable best
Or even can’t speak in response to my quests?

I try to ascertain the cause of his disease,
And solve his problems to provide him some ease... but
Who cares for the carer when the day is done,
When now my back is aching, and my brain’s gone numb.
For the patient has taxed my every resource,
And not to forget of course, of course,
The distressed relative awaiting my skill,
To ease her mind so she can be still,
And go off home in the joyful bliss,
That with me in charge nothing will go amiss.
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Each day I’ve touched, I’ve patted and gently talked,
And on top of that I’ve walked and walked!
I’ve laughed and sighed and sometimes cried,
With patients and family alike, I’ve not lied.
On every technical skill I’ve drawn,
Sometimes all night until the dawn.
I’ve loved and laboured and held the hand,
Of the patient so trusting of me… and,
Sometimes I’ve laid him peacefully to rest,
Forever and ever... it's never the best.

No words can express what it would mean,
Albeit brief, just to be... seen.
If after the day you’ll sometimes spare,
A moment to help my soul to repair.
To gently touch this tired body,
And care for the carer of everybody.
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